
4B Exam 1:
1. B
2. A
3. B
4. T
5. F
6. F
7. The director is responsible for deciding 

how each shot looks like.
8. Apart from the story, the screenwriter 

also writes the dialogue (of actors and 
actresses).

9. The longest time record for making a 
movie is (a stunning) 31 years.

10. Yes (, it was).
11. The best animal.
12. Three days later.
13. No (, it didn’t).
14. Squirrel.
15. Elephant.
16. the most interesting
17. the largest
18. the tiniest
19. smaller than
20. the deepest
21. deeper than
22. the longest
23. shorter than
24. I hurt my ankle when I was playing 

basketball.
25. Mr Hui was working while Mrs Hui was 

cooking.
26. The teacher was teaching when the lights 

suddenly went off.
27. We were doing our homework while they 

were watching TV.
28. and
29. but
30. because
31. and
32. because
33. so
34. because
35. and
36. but
37. so
38. and
39. but
40. must revise
41. must leave
42. must apologise
43. must eat
44. must hand
45. must be
46. against
47. on
48. for
49. from
50. for
51. to
52. In
53. against
54. Thomas is in the classroom now.
55. Karen is feeling sad.
56. I am playing the piano.
57. The bus will arrive at noon.
58. John’s hair is the shortest.

5B Exam 1:
1. C
2. A
3. C
4. T
5. T
6. F
7. Edison was born in 1847.
8. Edison read a lot of books on his own 

because he was curious about everything.
9. The author says that Edison’s inventions 

influenced us greatly because we are still 
using his inventions after more than a 
hundred years.

10. Seat belt.
11. (Rules) No. 5 and No. 6.
12. No (, you should not/ shouldn’t).
13. Motorcyclists.
14. (The) driver.
15. Pavements.
16. was watching
17. was walking
18. stepped
19. fell
20. was not/ wasn’t hurt
21. will buy
22. am choosing
23. has
24. is
25. will ask
26. Jason said that he borrowed that book 

from Janice.
27. She said that she was having dinner with 

Helen that night.
28. Otto told/ asked Kelly to turn on the light.
29. who
30. which
31. who
32. where
33. which
34. whose
35. which
36. with
37. in
38. of
39. After
40. about
41. by
42. to
43. in
44. Someone
45. anytime
46. everywhere
47. everyone
48. sometime
49. somewhere
50. Mrs Chan will be angry if you break her 

antique vase.
51. If I were rich, I would buy a car.
52. If you read for an hour every day, you will 

know more about the world.
53. If you turn on the air conditioner, room 

temperature drops.
54. I always check my answers carefully.
55. She shouted at Mary angrily last Friday./ 

Last Friday, she shouted at Mary angrily.
56. He is jogging in the park slowly now./ He 

is now jogging in the park slowly.
57. It rained heavily yesterday./ Yesterday, it 

rained heavily.
58. Unfortunately, it crashed into the bus last 

week.

6B Exam 1:
1. C
2. A
3. B
4. T
5. F
6. T
7. Franco was sad because he was afraid 

that they wouldn’t be friends anymore in 
the future.

8. Franco was going to study in London First 
Secondary School.

9. He suggested that Franco could come back 
during holidays and hang out with them.

10. Spain.
11. Longest time breath held.
12. Ayanna.
13. Over 18 feet.
14. 2013.
15. Twenty-five.
16. To draw
17. watching
18. doing
19. cooking
20. Talking
21. helping
22. to read
23. to play
24. everywhere
25. our
26. Anyone
27. him
28. It
29. something
30. The hotel room, which has a large bed, is 

luxurious.
31. Gloria, who failed the exam last time, is 

studying hard now.
32. The clubhouse where I celebrated my 

birthday is exclusive to members only.
33. The student who was skinny was bullied.
34. Oliver, whose team won the competition, 

is happy.
35. The birds, which have colourful feathers, 

are chirping on the tree.
36. in
37. about
38. of
39. from
40. into
41. to
42. on
43. for
44. I will stay up if I cannot finish my work.
45. If I won the lottery, I would buy a race car.
46. If you give him some crayons, he will draw 

a beautiful picture.
47. If Henry arrives home after nine, his 

parents will be angry.
48. The television was turned on by Alvin.
49. Some books are bought by Mrs Au from 

the bookshop.
50. The toys in this box are owned by Ted.
51. The traffic accident was caused by bad 

weather.
52. A ball is thrown at Billy by Marco.
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